What’s My Line?

You are going to listen to 10 people describing their jobs. On this answer sheet there is a list. In the pause that follows each description, you can fill in the letter that matches each job in the appropriate box. There are more jobs than descriptions, so you can’t use them all. Each job should be used only once. You will only hear the descriptions ONCE so listen very carefully. There will be an example to begin with so you will see what you have to do.

A  Airline Steward   I  Mechanic
B  Ambulance Person  K  National Park Warden
C  Bricklayer        L  Night Porter
D  Driving Instructor M  Nurse
E  Electrician       N  Nursery Assistant
F  Farmer            P  Plumber
G  Fitness Co-ordinator       R  Supermarket Checkout Assistant
H  Graphic Designer

Example

Answers

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Points 10